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I do not think that there is an A-2 section in our Air Forces more capable than the one 
with the Fourteenth Air Force.

—Maj Joseph McGee, 24 May 1943

At the beginning of World War II, the Army Air Corps found itself without 
practical, operational, or tactical level air intelligence capability. Each numbered 
Air Force was principally left to independently organize and develop methods to 
collect, analyze, and disseminate the intelligence necessary to conduct effective air 
operations. Among the different numbered air forces’ efforts to organize intelli-
gence activities during World War II, one of the most important occurred in the 
China, Burma, India (CBI) theater under the Fourteenth Air Force. Led by Gen 
Claire Chennault, Fourteenth Air Force intelligence developed as one of the most 
successful, original, and resourceful intelligence organizations during World War 
II. With a staff of less than ten Air Corps officers for most of the war, the Four-
teenth Air Force intelligence developed a decentralized, forward-focused network 
which generated a level of effectiveness well above the sum of its parts. The Four-
teenth Air Force model remains ingrained in the foundational concepts guiding 
the organization and execution of Air Force intelligence operations at flying wings 
in nearly every theater of operation. It is a blueprint for the necessity of integra-
tion, decentralized execution, and timeliness in air operations. The lessons devel-
oped by Gen Chennault and the intelligence Airmen of the Fourteenth Air Force 
remain as relevant to air operations in the Indo-Pacific today as they did over 70 
years ago.
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Figure 1. Maj Gen Claire L. Chennault (USAF photo)

History of the Fourteenth Air Force

On 11 March 1943, Tenth Air Force China Air Task Force (CATF) became 
Fourteenth Air Force.1 The purpose of creating a new numbered Air Force was pri-
marily political.2 The relationship between Chiang Kai-shek and Gen Joseph Stil-
well soured to the point that providing Chiang his own personal airman—in the 
form of the former leader of the 1st American Volunteer Group, Claire Chen-
nault—was viewed as a way to appease the Chinese leader and demonstrate the US 
resolve in China.3 Free from the overwatch and restrictions imposed by Tenth Air 
Force Commander Clayton Bissell, Chennault directed his leaders to conduct the 
operations he deemed necessary to defeat Japan in China. Intelligence was imme-
diately highlighted as an essential element in how the Fourteenth Air Force would 
fight.

As early as 1931, during his time at the Air Corps Tactical School, Chennault 
demonstrated an interest in integrating intelligence with air operations. Chennault 
believed intelligence in a continuous and timely manner was critical to the effec-
tiveness of fighters to intercept bombers.4 This belief pushed Chennault to pro-
mote an “intelligence net” designed to get information immediately to fighters. 
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Chennault put his ideas to the test during an Air Corps exercise in 1933 in which 
he used a net of observation posts to identify and direct fighters to intercept in-
gression bombers.5 Between 1933 and 1934, Coast Artillery Journal published 
three articles authored by Chennault titled, “The Role of Defensive Pursuit.” Cit-
ing observations from the 1933 Air Corps exercise, Chennault listed “the provision 
of means for the timely collection and transmission of accurate, continuing infor-
mation of the hostile force” as a principal factor in conducting successful air inter-
cept of a bombardment force.6 Chennault also recommended “the establishment 
of an efficient ground information or intelligence net” as the first essential feature 
of an air defense system.7 Chennault’s experience and writings in the 1930s signifi-
cantly shaped Fourteenth Air Force intelligence operations. After returning from 
retirement in 1941, Chennault rejoined the military as Tenth Air Force, CATF 
commander and communicated the establishment and maintenance of an air 
warning system in China as his top priority.8 The creation of the Fourteenth Air 
Force accelerated the concept of connecting radio intelligence to aircraft and ex-
panded the speed at which intelligence reached the cockpit.

At the close of 1942, Chennault issued a memorandum to the US CBI theater 
commander, Gen Joseph “Vinegar Joe” Stilwell, and the CBI theater G-2 recom-
mending three tasks for intelligence in China.9 The first task was expediting the 
flow of intelligence between Chinese sources and the CATF.10 Chennault sought 
target information to direct the limited combat sorties he had available.11 Specifi-
cally, Chennault wanted a US officer attached with Chinese divisions to validate 
and promulgate target intelligence.12 Chennault’s second recommendation was to 
increase coordination between ground and air intelligence activities.13 Chennault 
valued technical intelligence and was concerned that the looting of downed air-
craft by Chinese troops was destroying valuable intelligence on Japanese aircraft 
performance.14 The third and final recommendation was the establishment of a li-
aison with Chinese guerrilla forces to support US operations.15 Each recommen-
dation demonstrated the expansive role Chennault envisioned for intelligence and 
the building blocks of an air intelligence network in China. Timely intelligence 
was valuable and Chennault sought to seize it wherever available.

Chennault emphasized intelligence to the point that Gen Henry Arnold com-
mented to Lt Gen George Stratemeyer that Chennault was his G-2 and G-3 (op-
erations).16 While the statement was not entirely false, it missed the mark. Al-
though Chennault took a personal role in shaping intelligence in the Fourteenth 
Air Force, he never ran the day-to-day intelligence operations of his organization. 
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Chennault’s intelligence activities most often aimed at managing the tangled poli-
tics of intelligence collection in China. For many reasons, it was unlikely that an 
A-2 could have effectively conducted the negotiations and agreements necessary to 
establish reliable air intelligence collection in China.17 On an international level, 
Chinese fears regarding post-war interests of the French and British prevented the 
sharing of intelligence among allies.18 The political sensitivity associated with col-
lecting information required Chennault to refuse British funding for intelligence 
operations to maintain the United States’ image as an impartial ally.19 At the 
American level, Stilwell was against the establishment of US human intelligence 
collection operations in China, choosing instead to rely on the Chinese War Min-
istry for information on Japanese movements.20 Stilwell went as far as expressly 
prohibiting the Fourteenth Air Force from conducting intelligence collection op-
erations.21 Despite Stilwell’s order, throughout the war, Chennault’s personality 
and thirst for intelligence enabled the Fourteenth Air Force to artfully disobey the 
spirit of Stilwell’s order to gain necessary intelligence to support air operations.22 
More than Stilwell’s A-2, Chennault was a leader who managed the political chal-
lenges necessary for others to improve air intelligence operations.

Building a Diverse Intelligence Team

The men Chennault selected to lead the daily activities of the Fourteenth Air 
Force intelligence reflect the leader’s emphasis on integration and understanding of 
the operational environment. Intelligence officers were hand-picked for their 
knowledge of Chinese culture and language.23 Local knowledge was important to 
all intelligence activities in the Fourteenth Air Force and essential to gathering intel-
ligence from the field. Chennault’s focus on local expertise resulted in the hiring of 
a unique blend of missionaries, oilmen, and even a cosmetic salesman. This diverse 
collection of men would come to lead air intelligence gathering in China.24 The ab-
sence of intelligence experience was a problem pervasive throughout the Army Air 
Forces; however, by focusing on language and culture skills, Chennault cultivated 
the attributes of an experienced intelligence force almost overnight. Local expertise 
provided an innate ability for the men to collect intelligence in China that would 
be nearly impossible to replicate using stateside officers. Chennault’s investment in 
shaping the political environment and personnel resources provided the necessary 
foundation to build the Fourteenth Air Force’s intelligence network quickly.
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Figure 2. American trainer explains a tactical situation to Chinese soldiers (US Army Military History Institute)

Establishing Leadership

The man charged to lead intelligence operations for the Fourteenth Air Force was 
Col Jesse C. Williams. Williams took over intelligence operations at the beginning 
of 1943, replacing Lt John Birch, who was standing in as the A-2 after the depar-
ture of Col Merian C. Cooper on 30 November 1942.25 An oilman with the Texas 
Oil Company before the war, Williams, like most of the A-2 staff, had firsthand ex-
perience working in China before entering the war.26 An Air Staff officer who met 
with Williams a few months after he became the Fourteenth Air Force A-2 de-
scribed him as a leader with a “keen imagination” who “knows how to handle men 
to good advantage.”27 In his memoirs, Chennault evaluated Williams as one of the 
few staff officers he respected.28 Williams likely gained Chennault’s esteem by work-
ing quickly to build and expand an air intelligence network in China.

Upon arriving at CATF headquarters, Williams focused on improving the orga-
nization and communication of intelligence. In the first line of a 31 December 
1942 memorandum, Williams identified the sources and transmission of informa-
tion in the Fourteenth Air Force as “unsatisfactory.”29 Williams’s assessment 
matched the assessment made nine days earlier by Brig Gen Francis M. Brady who 
communicated to Tenth Air Force Commander Clayton Bissell the improper orga-
nization of the CATF A-2 section.30 Williams found the development of objective 
folders nearly nonexistent. He immediately began building objective folders for fu-
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ture Fourteenth Air Force operating areas and creating methods to ensure intelli-
gence materials could reach the flying squadrons quickly.31 Furthermore, a system 
of rotating intelligence officers from flying units to the A-2 staff was established to 
promote an understanding of intelligence activities at all levels of the Fourteenth 
Air Force. Williams’s leadership and focus on quickly fixing material deficiencies 
was critical to ensuring effective air intelligence within the Fourteenth Air Force.

Williams’s priorities as A-2 matched Chennault’s recommendations for intelli-
gence activities.32 In the three months between January and March 1943, Wil-
liams organized the five officers and four enlisted members who comprised the A-2 
staff into an effective organization. After an initial focus on the basics, Williams 
prioritized extending the reach and speed of intelligence within the Fourteenth Air 
Force. Throughout the war, gathering intelligence in any manner and quickly dis-
seminating it to aircrew was a crucial part of Williams’s intelligence strategy. As the 
Fourteenth Air Force matured, Williams became critical to the coordination and 
development of the Fourteenth Air Force’s distributed intelligence network. Like 
Chennault, he worked to empower his men with the freedom to deliver results 
without burdensome interference from headquarters.33

The emphasis Chennault placed on finding the best people for his command 
produced unlikely intelligence leaders. One of Chennault’s most important hires 
was Capt John Birch. Birch started the war as a Baptist missionary serving in 
China. In April 1942, a chance encounter led Birch to connect with Lt Col Jimmy 
Doolittle and several crew members of the famed Doolittle Raid and aid in their 
evasion from Japanese forces.34 Birch’s assistance to Doolittle placed him in con-
tact with Chennault, who later commissioned him as second lieutenant and as-
signed him to work intelligence for CATF.35 Birch’s talents as an intelligence offi-
cer later led Chennault to evaluate the missionary turned intelligence officer as 
“more valuable than any pilot I had in my entire force.”36

In the spring of 1943, Williams selected Birch to conduct fieldwork and gather 
intelligence for the Fourteenth Air Force. The success of Birch’s initial fieldwork 
led to his assignment as ground liaison to Chinese general Xue Yue’s Nationalist’s 
Ninth War Area.37 Soon Birch was leading the creation of a system to report 
ground intelligence to the Fourteenth Air Force headquarters for immediate relay 
to fighter and bomber units for targeting.38 In a little over a year, the missionary 
who stumbled upon the Doolittle Raiders created the first intelligence station in 
the Fourteenth Air Force’s air intelligence network. The success of Birch’s effort to 
establish liaison teams with Chinese forces earned Birch the Legion of Merit and 
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led to a rapid expansion of field collection within the Fourteenth Air Force and 
later the Office of Strategic Services (OSS). Birch is best remembered in the words 
of one Fourteenth Air Force officer, as “the eyes of Fourteenth Air Force.”39 Intel-
ligence leadership in the Fourteenth Air Force started with Chennault. The men 
he selected and the expectations he set created a powerful intelligence engine 
which powered all of the Fourteenth Air  Force. From start to finish, Chennault 
demanded, guided, and supported an effective intelligence organization. Although 
often characterized as a “one-man show,” the reality was Chennault relied exten-
sively on others to execute his vision and provided the freedom necessary for his 
Airmen to shape operations.40

Challenges to Leadership

Empowered leadership at all levels was essential to overcome the physical and 
political resource restraints imposed on the Fourteenth Air Force. Physically, the 
Himalaya Mountains restricted the movement of supplies. This included fuel and 
limited the number of available sorties. Politically, Stilwell’s order prohibiting 
Chennault from conducting intelligence operations and the emphasis on opening 
the Burma Road limited the resources allocated to the Fourteenth Air Force. 
Throughout the war, to satisfy Chennault’s demand for a constant stream of intel-
ligence, the Fourteenth Air Force accepted nearly any source capable of intelli-
gence collection. However, the relationship between the Fourteenth Air Force and 
external organizations was not purely transactional. Each organization which oper-
ated with the Fourteenth Air Force became in some way part of Chennault’s orga-
nization. Despite Chennault’s desperate need for resources, working with the 
Fourteenth Air Force required operating within Chennault’s concept of operations.

Before the formation of the Fourteenth Air Force, Chennault determined that a 
minimum of six long-range reconnaissance aircraft would be required to defend 
the India-China Ferry Command and support air operations in China.41 Through-
out most of the war, a detachment of only three F-4s from the 9th Photo Recon-
naissance Squadron served as the Fourteenth Air Force’s core photo reconnaissance 
capability.42 The limited number of photo reconnaissance aircraft is stark, but even 
a more robust photo reconnaissance force was unlikely to add significant capability 
as fuel shortages continually plagued the Fourteenth Air Force. In this environ-
ment, each sortie was precious and sustaining large photo reconnaissance missions 
nearly impossible.43 Chennault’s minimal request for photo reconnaissance aircraft 
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and plans for intelligence activities suggest he realized the sortie limitation and 
quickly focused on developing other collection capabilities.

Even with limited photo reconnaissance collection resources, the Fourteenth Air 
Force accomplished impressive results. A May 1943 trip report from Maj Joseph 
McGee, an Air Staff intelligence officer, described Williams’s photo laboratory as 
“the hardest working unit” he had ever seen.”44 McGee’s notes also documented 
that the Fourteenth Air Force A-2 shop was not properly equipped to produce ob-
jective or target folders which would make the photos usable for combat missions. 
However, sitting on empty packing crates, Williams’s men produced work which 
amazed the War Department officer.45 Although the Fourteenth Air Force accom-
plished a great deal with limited photo capability, the collection and processing of 
photos would never be quick enough to satisfy Chennault’s demands for rapid in-
telligence.

Instead, the radio net concept, consisting of multiple observers, which Chen-
nault had envisioned during his time at the Air Corps Tactical School, became the 
Fourteenth Air Force’s foundational intelligence resource. The arrival of additional 
intelligence personnel in the spring of 1943, combined with Chennault’s decision-
making—to either develop a loophole or ignore Stilwell’s order—led to the cre-
ation of the Fourteenth Air Force’s human intelligence collection operation. At the 
beginning of 1943, Williams sent Birch to survey the damage at several airfields 
the Japanese attacked in the fall of 1942.46 Birch returned with valuable intelli-
gence which the Fourteenth Air Force’s limited photo reconnaissance had been un-
able to provide. After Birch’s first successful mission, Williams began to send Birch 
on more collection operations and used the quality of Birch’s reports to request 
more officers like Birch.47

In late 1943, Chennault found the workforce he needed to expand his intelli-
gence network. The OSS was struggling to gain a foothold in China. Instead of 
further pursuing a relationship with Chinese intelligence, the OSS approached 
Chennault and Williams in late December 1943. The OSS offered to support 
Fourteenth Air Force operations.48 Chennault enthusiastically accepted.49 How-
ever, as in numbered air forces around the world, bureaucratic requirements re-
quired OSS agent participation with the Fourteenth Air Force to occur under 
Chennault’s command.50 Despite fears within the OSS of losing their unique 
identity, in the spring of 1944 the OSS combined operations with the Fourteenth 
Air Force.51 The 5329th Air and Ground Forces Resources and Technical Staff 
(AGFRTS) Provisional was created as the organization responsible for the Four-
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teenth Air Force’s human intelligence operations. Chennault assigned Lt Col Wil-
fred Smith—a former professor of Oriental history at Ohio University—as com-
mander of AGFRTS. Chennault then assigned 14 of his existing pool of 
intelligence officers to work along with 22 OSS agents in the new organization.52

Figure 3. Intelligence unit. American officers of OSS Detachment 101 with Gen Daniel Isom Sultan at an 
advanced ranger base in Burma, June 1945. Col William R. Peers, detachment commander, is third from 
left. (National Archives photo)

The relationship between the Fourteenth Air Force and the OSS typified how 
Chennault managed resources. He was happy to accept help, but the leader desired 
to incorporate the additional personnel and operations as an integrated part of the 
Fourteenth Air Force. For nearly a year, the majority of OSS personnel in China 
were assigned and operated as part of the Fourteenth Air Force.53 The OSS was 
one of several organizations who sought out a partnership with the Fourteenth Air 
Force and then found their personnel integrated into it. At its height, AGFRTS 
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operated six liaison teams—some with as many as 17 members—and conducted 
joint OSS and Fourteenth Air Force operations from shared offices in Kunming.54 
Chennault’s vision of an air intelligence network came to fruition partially due to 
the addition of OSS agents. AGFRTS formalized the Fourteenth Air Force’s air in-
telligence network and was Chennault’s timeliest and accurate intelligence resource 
during the war.

Chinese Intelligence Sources

Chinese intelligence was the primary external intelligence source for nearly ev-
ery American organization operating in China. The primary factor which deter-
mined the utility of Chinese intelligence was the credibility of the source. China 
nationals were replete with information, but often the quality and amount of in-
formation was unreliable or dependent on the American organization who dealt 
with the Chinese. Additionally, Chinese trust did not apply evenly to each Ameri-
can organization.55 Early in the war, Pres. Franklin D. Roosevelt assigned the US 
Navy as the lead American intelligence organization in China.56 Led by Cmdre 
Milton “Mary” Miles, the US Navy group in China failed to have an impact in 
theater due to Roosevelt’s decree on the number of personnel Miles commanded. 
However, Miles possessed a personal relationship with Tai Li, the head of the Chi-
nese Secret Police which made his organization invaluable to Chennault’s design.57

Commodore Miles and the 14th Naval Unit

Chennault’s desire to improve intelligence and his strong relationship and trust 
in the Chinese drove him to seek a working relationship with Miles. For his part, 
Miles respected Chennault’s appreciation of the Chinese people and his sources. 
Additionally, Miles later wrote Chennault “was not jealous of the US Navy” for its 
tactics with the Chinese Secret Police.58 Through regular conversations, Chennault 
and Miles found ways to improve each other’s intelligence operations. For exam-
ple, after noticing targeting errors on bombing runs by the Fourteenth Air Force 
near Hong Kong in the winter of 1942, Miles offered to send two Navy photo in-
terpreters to Kunming to support Fourteenth Air Force operations.59 By May 
1944, Miles sent over 98 Navy photo reconnaissance, interpretation, and radio in-
telligence personnel to support the Fourteenth Air Force as part of the new 14th 
Naval unit.60

How Miles and Chennault each viewed the dynamics of the personnel exchange 
was likely the key to the program’s success. In his memoirs, Miles described the 
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14th Naval unit as a part of the Navy Task Group, working within the Fourteenth 
Air Force. The mission of the unit in Miles’s eyes was to send the intelligence col-
lected by the Fourteenth Air Force to support US Navy operations.61 Chennault 
wrote of the same personnel in his memoir briefly as “a sizable group of Miles” 
Navy officers who operated in Fourteenth Air Force headquarters under my com-
mand.”62 Although different command perceptions existed at the top, the influx of 
intelligence expertise enhanced Fourteenth Air Force operations. Williams pushed 
some of Miles’s men out to the flying units—operating at forward operating air-
fields—where they achieved impressive results.63 Col Clinton “Casey” Vincent, 
commander of the 668th Composite Wing, praised the naval radio unit assigned 
to his command for “supplying intelligence in advance of that from other 
sources.”64 As with the incorporation of OSS agents, Chennault and Williams 
demonstrated with Miles’s Navy unit a willingness to integrate outside organiza-
tions with Fourteenth Air Force intelligence operations.

The intelligence capability Miles’s men provided Chennault significantly im-
proved Chennault’s ability to strike Japanese shipping along the Chinese coast. By 
the summer of 1943, the Fourteenth Air Force routinely received real-time obser-
vations of Japanese shipping via radio from Miles’s sources. The newly assigned 
Navy personnel then fused the data at the Fourteenth Air Force headquarters to 
produce actionable intelligence. Between May and October 1944, using intelli-
gence sourced from Miles’s group and B-24s with sea-search radar, the Fourteenth 
Air Force sank over 248,000 tons of shipping—an amount significantly more than 
low-altitude bombing campaigns in both the Fifth and Thirteenth Air Forces.65

Expanding the Fourteenth Air Force Intelligence Network

In the Fourteenth Air Force, the divide between internal and external intelli-
gence resources was often nonexistent. The manner in which both the OSS and 
US Navy provided external resources to the Fourteenth Air Force is an example of 
the unique way Chennault grew intelligence capability despite limited resources. 
By integrating outside resources, Chennault built the Fourteenth Air Force intel-
ligence into an organization three times as large as the number described in official 
Army Air Forces (AAF) documents. However, for most of the war, intelligence op-
erations followed the Fourteenth Air Force’s concept of operation because Chen-
nault demanded that intelligence support from external organizations be more 
than purely transactional. Backed by his position as the primary American fighting 
unit in China, Chennault built the Fourteenth Air Force into the intelligence net-
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work he envisioned through detailed integration with joint and other government 
partners. Chennault’s personality and leverage as the primary American combat 
force in China led to the assignment of over 100 OSS and US Navy personnel 
who worked directly for the Fourteenth Air Force. Joint and intergovernmental 
support provided the Fourteenth Air Force intelligence expertise and capacity it 
would not otherwise be able to produce.

A Lean Headquarters Serving Operations at the Edge

Although resourced with significant external support, Chennault’s vision of air 
operations, supported by a “continuous stream of accurate information,” unequiv-
ocally shaped the design and processes within the Fourteenth Air Force.”66 The ne-
cessity and importance of expediting the communication of the flow of intelli-
gence throughout the Fourteenth Air Force could not be overstated.67 Williams’s 
A-2 headquarters in Kunming served as a central resource not only for Chennault 
but also for the combat units and intelligence personnel in the field. Despite the 
headquarters’ important role in Fourteenth Air Force operations, intelligence was 
often collected and immediately communicated to combat aircrew. This combina-
tion of centralizing key functions to maximize efficiency while distributing time 
sensitive collection operations forward to the edge of the battlespace is a critical el-
ement of the Fourteenth Air Force’s success.

The primary focus of Williams and the A-2 headquarters throughout the war was 
improving the combat capability of the flying units. Placing his focus on the opera-
tions of the flying units matched Chennault’s leadership style. He was sometimes 
criticized by members of the Fourteenth Air Force as overly focused on operations 
versus taking care of administrative functions.68 In May 1943, the Fourteenth Air 
Force consisted of eight intelligence officers.69 Comprising the staff, except for Wil-
liams, were captains and lieutenants, and only three had any formal intelligence 
training.70 Throughout 1943, the A-2 headquarters staff conducted the majority of 
intelligence work and coordination of intelligence collection activities. Their work 
focused on developing an appropriate list of targets in China and distributing them 
effectively to flying units. By the spring of 1943, the A-2 staff was able to build ef-
fective objective folders and develop and disseminate photographs within 24 
hours.71 In describing his visit to observe Fourteenth Air Force intelligence, McGee 
assessed Williams’s operation as “more than 100 percent efficient” and described 
“their willingness to work 24 hours a day as nothing short of inspirational.”72 Mc-
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Gee’s outside observation of the Fourteenth Air Force is important to understand 
the driving sense of purpose which existed at the A-2 headquarters.

Intelligence Operations in the Chinese Ninth War Area

In the field, Birch’s assignment to the Chinese Ninth War Area in April 1943 
represented a crucial step in establishing the Fourteenth Air Force’s intelligence 
network.73 Later in 1943, additional intelligence officers were assigned to expand 
the network.74 Paul Frillmann, a former American Volunteer Group chaplain 
turned intelligence officer, was assigned to the Sixth War Area near Changteh and 
several other stations along the Yangtze River to report ship and troop move-
ment.75 Each station typically consisted of one or two members of the Fourteenth 
Air Force who spoke Chinese, who had experience with the Chinese culture, and 
who were responsible for reporting daily via radio intelligence to Fourteenth Air 
Force bases.76 The intelligence supplied from the intelligence network became crit-
ical to build intelligence products and plan future operations. The networked and 
integrated intelligence activities of headquarters and forward locations was essen-
tial to maximizing the Fourteenth Air Force’s combat ability to inflict damage on 
the Japanese using limited sorties.

The Battle of Changteh and the Intelligence Network

The Battle of Changteh in the fall of 1943 best illustrates how the Fourteenth 
Air Force’s intelligence network operated. In August 1943, the Fourteenth Air 
Force weekly intelligence summaries began noting the possibility of a Japanese of-
fensive in central China.77 On 14 October 1943, Birch’s station began reporting 
the movement of Japanese troops and cited Chinese sources who assessed that the 
Japanese plan was to capture the city of Changteh.78 Two weeks later, a Japanese 
force of 40,000 troops began an assault on Changteh.79 The first American report-
ing on the Japanese offensive came from Birch’s station. Birch’s prompt reporting 
highlighted a genuine difference in the quality of American intelligence in China. 
It was not until eight days after Birch radioed an intelligence report about the Jap-
anese attack that Stilwell’s theater intelligence passed message traffic from Chinese 
sources to the Fourteenth Air Force reporting a Japanese attack.80

The Fourteenth Air Force intelligence network hit high gear as the Battle of 
Changteh developed. The size of the battle engulfed both Birch’s and Frillmann’s 
stations. Throughout the battle, both Frillmann and Birch relayed intelligence and 
target positions to the Fourteenth Air Force fighter groups for action.81 The real-
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time reports from Birch and Frillmann were not the only source of intelligence 
during the Battle of Changteh. Of the 1,278 sorties flown by the Fourteenth Air 
Force during the battle, approximately 12 percent were reconnaissance.82 Aug-
mented by Miles’s Navy group personnel, Williams’s photo interpretation capabil-
ity helped direct B-25s from the 11th Bombardment Squadron to destroy Japanese 
supply areas.83 In his memoirs, Chennault praised the work of his field intelligence 
officers in the Battle of Changteh.84 However, Williams’s entire organization was 
involved in the battle. The success of real-time intelligence reporting was the result 
of months of preparations—operations and assessments—which helped the Four-
teenth Air Force deliver Chinese forces a crucial victory.

Conclusion

Despite resource constraints and a challenging environment and adversary, the 
placement of intelligence operations at the edge of the Fourteenth Air Force’s op-
erations with a target-centric focus produced timely and effective air operations 
against the Japanese. The organizational design of the Fourteenth Air Force’s intel-
ligence was the deliberate manifestation of Chennault’s radio net concept; how-
ever, it was Williams and the intelligence personnel he led who accomplished the 
nearly impossible task of organizing and implementing Chennault’s vision. With 
motivated men like Birch, Williams established effective field intelligence opera-
tions less than four months after his arrival. A unique aspect of Fourteenth Air 
Force intelligence is that the majority of intelligence personnel were not members 
of the AAF; yet, they were all instilled with the concepts necessary to support air 
operations. The value Chennault placed on intelligence and the target-centric, op-
erations-focused culture his intelligence force embraced ensured each Fourteenth 
Air Force sortie had the best intelligence support available.

The intelligence lessons and principles developed and practiced by the Four-
teenth Air Force remain relevant to air operations in the Indo-Pacific theater today. 
The timeliness of intelligence production and dissemination across vast geographic 
area remains a challenge. Similarly, the principles of decentralized and distributed 
intelligence operations, centered on the objective are as essential to increasing the 
lethality and survivability of air operations as they were during World War II. 
Chennault led a revolution in air intelligence and developed the Fourteenth Air 
Force as one of the most intelligence-driven organizations in the war. Chennault’s 
vision and leadership paired with the drive of men like Williams and Birch maxi-
mized the utility of every Fourteenth Air Force combat sortie and set a standard 
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for intelligence-driven air operations, which should remain the goal for air power 
leaders today. JIPA 
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